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STRUCTURE OR THE SESSION

• Why is gender mainstreaming in law
schools important?

• Existing tools to mainstream gender

• Some inspiring practices



WHY IS IMPORTANT TO MAINSTREAM 
GENDER IN LAW? 

SOME DATA…
• Law schools have a role to play in the 

profound legal, political and social world 
changes 

• 155 of the 173 economies covered have at 
least one law that challenges women’s 
economic opportunities.

• There are over 900 legal gender differences 
across 173 economies. In 100 economies, 
women face gender-based job restrictions

• In 18 economies, husbands can legally 
prevent their wives from working



WHY IS IMPORTANT TO MAINSTREAM 
GENDER IN LAW? 

SOME RESEARCH (I)
• Knowledge generation is not gender 

neutral and has far-reaching 
repercussions for women. Law is not 
an exception (Harding 1987; 
Hartsock, 2019) 

• From the legal perspective, it is 
essential to "know the feminist review 
of legal methodology" that questions 
its rationale (Mackninnon,1995; Smart, 
1994; Campos 2008)



WHY IS IMPORTANT TO MAINSTREAM 
GENDER IN LAW? 

SOME RESEARCH(II)

• Feminist approaches to law and legal 
studies: Sex as the root of legal 
inequalities

• Formal Equality/Real Equality: Structural 
character of relationship between sexes

• Tension between epistemic need to 
reformulate concepts that disguise law 
as “sexist/masculine” & the will to 
combat legal androcentric legal praxis



WHY IS IMPORTANT TO MAINSTREAM 
GENDER IN LAW? 

SOME RESEARCH(III)
• Arancha Campos distinguishes three different approaches:

• Law is sexist Law is masculine Law has gender

Source: Arantza Campos Rubio (2008)

Aportaciones iusfeministas a la revisión crítica del Derecho y a la

experiencia jurídica



• Education content 
and practices 
represent powerful 
instruments for 
reproducing current 
gender regimes, 
which have been 
significantly colored
by the patriarchal 
matrix



• Education represents an 
important channel for 
transferring and promoting 
values of freedom, social 
justice and equality, as well 
as a significant factor for 
improving gender equality, 
understood as a crucial 
indicator of sustainable 
human development in the 
new millennium.



• Gender mainstreaming 
in higher education is 
especially important in 
the case of law 
schools, because the 
creation and 
implementation of law 
depends on the 
competences of 
lawyers



WHERE TO START?

1. Legal framework
2. Gender

mainstreaming in 
teaching v. specific
subjects

3. Tools
4. Best practices



LEGAL FRAMEWORK

• The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

• The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action

• Recommendation of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe on Gender Equality in Education

• World Declaration on Higher Education for the Twenty-First 
Century, Vision and Action

• Istanbul Convention

• Gender Equality Transversal program

• EU law

• Higher education legal framework



GENDER MAINSTREAMING V. 
SPECIFIC SUBJECTS

• In teaching, the incorporation of the gender perspective 
“can be integrated in a specific way through specialized 
subjects and in a transversal way identifying the subjects 
where sex and gender are relevant. [...] Applied to 
teaching, the genderperspective involves a reflective 
process that affects the design of the competencies of 
the studies and, by extension, the design of the subjects, 
including the learning outcomes, the contents taught, 
the examples, the language used, the selected sources, 
the assessment method and learning environment 
management » (Alonso y Lombardo, 2016).



EXISTING TOOLS TO MAINSTREAM
GENDER

• Indicators to analyse the 
integration of the gender 
dimension in the teaching 
guides

1.5. Number and bibliographic references that relate to the equality of 

women and men and / or gender

Number, proportion and name of specific subjects in the field of gender

Number, proportion and name of subjects that incorporate the  gender 

perspective

Nature of these subjects (compulsory / FB, electives, practices and TFG)

Number and type of content (skills and learning outcomes,

contents and agenda) of gender that has the degree

Number and bibliographic references that relate to the equality of 

women and men and / or gender

Source: GUÍA para la integración de la perspectiva de género en las guías docentes

de las asignaturas de grado de la Universitat Jaume I



Balanced presence indicators

Visibility indicators of the contribution of women to the 
discipline (bibliography)

Source:The Catalan University Quality Assurance Agency 



• Use of sexist language

• Why should lawyers use nondiscriminatory language?

• Acuracy

• Professional integrity and responsibility

• Equality guarantees in law

• Achieving non-discriminatory language in law

• False Generics: L'Homme and Man

• Pronouns

• Use job titles which are non-sexist

• Non-sexist vocabulary

• Beyond 'just' words

Source:Mary Jane Mossman , Use of Non-Discriminatory Language in Law



SOME INSPIRING PRACTICES



DEFINITION OF GENDER
COMPETENCE-GENDER TOOLBOX

“Gender competence is the 
knowledge and the ability to 
recognise and to deal with it ensuring 
that discriminatory structures are 
changed and new and diverse 

development opportunities are 
opened to all genders”
cf. Metz-Göckel/Roloff 2005







UDEUSTO 



FINAL REMARKS

• The need to mainstream gender in 
legal studies is intrinsic to the nature 
of the field

• This need is based not only on 
feminist research but also on data

• There are already existing tools that 
have proven efficiency

• Important role of RFO and Policy 
makers

• Do not reinvent the wheel: get 
inspired by good practices




